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Abstract
The protocol of Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) was established in the early
1990s by a conglomerate of lighting product manufacturers to replace the original 0-10 V
lighting control systems. It was designed as an open standard substitute to Digital Signal
Interface (DSI), on which its structure is based [1]. The scope of this project was to control the
lighting in the Murdoch University, South Street Campus, Western Australia by using a chosen
controller to connect those modules to the chosen Schneider Enterprise/Automation server in
the most efficient manner. This control would effectively allow Murdoch University to save
more money on power, diminishing the impact on the environment due to power usage. This
also gives a better suited environment to staff and students where lighting levels can be set at
optimum levels defined by The Commission for Occupational Safety and Health [2] to reduce
fatigue and glare. To achieve this control a microcontroller was used to sit as an intermediate
path between the DALI devices and the Schneider BMS (Building Management System) that
runs and monitors Murdoch’s South Street Campus by using Modbus.

Research was carried out in multiple fields (specifically cost, reliability, features and
complexity) to investigate how other similar technologies accomplished this solution, and an
ongoing study of the field of interest allowed for a more in-depth review of the current
technologies advantages and drawbacks. The research was then used to verify the design work
needed for the system and create the basics of the system, upon implementation of all designs
and features, control of Murdoch University’s Library was achieved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the early days of electricity we have had a way of controlling lights by opening and
closing a circuit. The fundamentals of this era have been built upon over the years bringing in
the 0-10V control scheme, allowing for dimmers to control the brightness of lights by creating a
direct correlation between voltage and intensity. Since then, we have moved into a range of
control schemes and protocols that all have varying aspects, features and architectures, with
each system utilising very different methods for control. These protocols have become a crucial
topic in the building automation sector, with the demand for power efficiency and abundant
features.
The primary aim of these would be: reduced installation and electricity costs over a period of
time, extensive control over all building services and modernising a building. DALI or Digital
Addressable Lighting Interface is one of these rising protocols in the building automation
sector. It’s most commonly used to control services such as lighting. DALI is an open standard
that runs on a two wire network and one line can support up to 64 devices. Modbus or Modicon
Bus is an overlaying software communication protocol that has been established since the
1980s. It uses PLC conventions to transfer information between registers and coils on different
devices. It generally operates as RTU (over serial communications) and TCP/IP (over Ethernet).

1.1

Goals and Objectives

For this thesis the client (Murdoch University South Street Building Management) needed to
upgrade their system to lower the power consumption of the campus. To do this initially, DALI
lights (typically LED) were chosen to replace the conventional halogen and fluorescent tubes to
reduce power consumption. To further reduce this cost, DALIControl Controller/Power Supply
modules by Clipsal/Schneider Electric were installed to control the newly installed lights.
However, these modules were only a standalone system and could not be controlled from
Building Management’s PLCs or BMS unless a much more expensive DCBM controller is used
as an intermediate connection.
The expensive DCBM controller (basically a small PLC) would drive the cost of the system
much higher than initially thought and could not be afforded. Therefore, the objective for this
thesis was to design a solution that was cheap, reliable, and transparent. That could either
control the existing DALIControl modules or replace them entirely, while also ensuring that
critical features outlined below made it into the final system:


Individual control over lights and groups of light
1
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Feedback about a light’s current power levels



Feedback from sensors about occupancy and lux levels



Error reporting for system errors and light failures

Chapter 2

Background

The aspects of this thesis, which are defined in the following sections, define research topics to
ensure that research does not become too broad, and also provide a benchmark to compare the
existing technologies. Examining these aspects gives a good insight into why DALI was the
chosen technology, while also outlining its advantages and disadvantages as to clarify why it
was significantly better than other protocols. The critical design elements cost, reliability,
features and complexity (transparency was split into features and complexity as these
components dictate transparency) were researched in order to develop a greater understanding
and to help determine the viability of the thesis objectives against just buying the correct
system.

2.1 Cost
As cost is one of the underlying aspects of not only the industry of engineering but any business
trying to make financial gain, it becomes one of the most important design considerations of any
technology that is implemented. While some companies can afford the cost of more expensive
solutions with greater capabilities, this document is solely interested in providing the basics of
automation (control, feedback and improved productivity) at a reasonable cost to the client.

2.2 Reliability
The specifications of the protocols chosen have data wires running either alongside or separate
from mains supply voltages. The latter has a direct relationship to the reliability of instructions
sent to the receiving controller due to noise. A user should not have to press a button three to
four times to be able to turn on a light. Reliability has several facets; reliability of the product
over a period of time, redundancy of the system in the instance that a controller goes down, and
also reliability of data transfer (due to factors such as noise).

2.3 Features
Some current technologies have many features while others only fulfil the most basic
requirements of control. These features can dictate whether the technology will have elements
of control that will be more useful to the client over those offered by their competitors’
protocols.

3

2.4 Complexity
As complexity usually goes hand in hand with reliability and cost, it comes as one of the more
crucial aspects. If a system is more complex it means that topology of the protocols network and
how it connects to devices are convoluted. Complexity usually means it requires a specialist
who knows the system in great detail, has longer install times (meaning more labour costs),
longer down times when broken and the reliability of the system is usually decreased with more
components due to having more points of failure.
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Chapter 3 Examined systems
This review will focus on the major standards in the building automation sector currently. These
systems being:


DALI



0-10V Control



DSI



Dynalite

These systems were primarily chosen as they deal more so with lighting sector, which is more
relevant to the overall focus.

3.1 0-10V Lighting Control
The oldest of the chosen protocols is the 0-10V lighting control which has been around since the
early 1960s [3]. This technology operates in an analog method where the light intensity directly
correlates to the voltage that a dimmer is supplying to a circuit, i.e. at 6V the lights would be at
60%. Over time and depending on what country the protocol is used in, the system may
incorporate a 1-10V scale which means interoperability is somewhat compromised. The 0-10V
system is still used to today by big manufacturers such as OSRAM who believe modern
efficiency can still be achieved with this system [4]. The system uses a two wire DC (Direct
Current) polarity sensitive control line that is isolated from the mains supply but does not meet
SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) standards and regulations. These systems would benefit
buildings that already have lights and other systems that work off the 0-10V control, as they can
be upgraded with newer controllers that still use that protocol, and the tried and tested system
becomes on par with the other lighting protocols mentioned.
The advantages of this protocol are that it is cost effective to implement, easy to diagnose and
due to the small current demand (around 1mA) it can run on very thin cables. Although this
technology can run on very thin cables over very long lengths, the voltage drop is enough that
all devices on that line will need to be recalibrated for any changes in voltage. As Figure 1
shows this can also mean extensive lengths of wires need to be run in the network compared to
other protocols (such as DALI), and can drastically increase cost and/or implementation.
Another detriment to this protocol is noise and induced currents due to running cables alongside
AC (Alternating Current) supply cables. This problem is prevalent in analog systems, and
results in flickering and reduced longevity in lights [5].
5

Figure 1 - 0-10V control vs DALI wiring schematics [4]

3.2 DSI (Digital Serial Interface)
The DSI protocol was made in 1992 by Austrian company Tridonic to replace the 0-10V
protocol and bring it into the digital age. The system uses electronic ballasts to connect to the
lights, altering their intensity, and works on a broadcast system so all lights connected to the one
controller change simultaneously. The DSI system is a two-wire system with no polarity,
meaning wiring is much more flexible compared to the 0-10V standard. It uses 8 bits for data,
one start bit and four stop bits with Manchester encoding to ensure reliable transmission [6] [7].

Figure 2 - DSI Typical Wiring Diagram [6]

Some advantages of DSI are that it is not very susceptible to noise, has no polarity control wires
and faulty lights can be replaced without the need for re-addressing. It is also well suited to
renovations as the system is usually very versatile and has a high capacity for devices, with
most controllers having support for 200 daisy-chained devices [8] [7].
6

One major disadvantage of the system is that it is impossible to directly control one light (as
shown in Figure 2 above) because the data is basically broadcast to all devices, and at the cost
of the system it is usually much more cost effective to use the more powerful DALI, C-Bus or
Dynet systems [7].

3.3 DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface)
The DALI protocol was made to replace the more recently released DSI protocol in 1994 by AG
DALI (a conglomerate of OEM lighting manufacturers). This was made to be an open standard
compared to the just released DSI. DALI uses DSI as a basis for its communication featuring
Manchester encoding using 1 start bit, 8 address bits, 8 data bits and 2 stop bits to ensure
reliable communication [9] [10]. DALI has a limit of 64 devices per two wire channel, meaning
there is a limit to the number of channels the controller has. DALI features an expanded feature
set over DSI including more commands, as well as the ability to make groups and address either
individual lights or groups of lights. Controlling lights individually can lead to efficiency gains
because lights near windows can be set to dimmer values. The addition of lumens sensors can
further increase efficiencies, especially to those lights near windows with changing light
conditions, as they can be dimmed and brightened for optimal lighting conditions. [1] [9] [7].

Figure 3 - DALI Free-Form Topology [9]
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DALI features numerous advantages over its predecessors such as having a free-form layout
(Figure 3 above). This layout means the network topology can be a daisy chain, star or multidrop, allowing for very flexible installations [11]. Being able to address lights into groups also
gives it a significant benefit over DSI as installers can easily allocate inputs and outputs to one
area. DALI also features error reporting to allow it to alert when errors arise such as when a
light fitting has blown, which can be displayed on both the controller and other sensors with
LEDs on-board. In the recent years it has also had incorporations into Wireless and Bluetooth
standards to further increase its flexibility and allow users to control the system from their
phones [12].
There are however, downfalls directly related with the features incorporated in DALI systems.
Due to the way DALI does its addressing, each channel is directly limited to 64 devices and
most controllers also cannot link inputs and outputs from different channels to each other [13].
When a DALI light fitting on a device fails and is replaced with a new one, a technician needs
to re-address the device with the same address as previously identified. The free form layout of
the system can become very complex, requiring professionals who know the system to install
and diagnose any issues [14]. All DALI devices on the network require power across the DALI
line to be able to function, meaning that there needs to be a controller on the network as well as
some form of power supply contributing to the address limit (250mA max) [15].

3.4 Dynalite
Dynalite is a lighting and automation control protocol that was created in Australia in 2009 by
Dynalite, and later acquired by Philips. This system is sold worldwide in an Australian or
European specification and is an open standard. It features the use of DALI as well as its own
proprietary communication protocol called DyNet. DyNet is a digital protocol that features two
versions and uses RS-485 serial data transmission architecture (9600 baud, no parity and 1 stop
bit). DyNet1 is more commonly used by devices and controllers to send messages. DyNet2
features a much higher baud rate and is used to upload and download data over the network,
allowing for remote control of the system from local intranet and the internet [16].
DyNet features advantages that have been specifically incorporated to try and address issues
faced by DALI. Each device on the network has its own microcontroller on-board, while the
network is still free-form it uses a peer-peer architecture, meaning there is no one central master
controller. In the case of DALI or DSI, if the main controller went down the system would stop
working, leading to a high level of redundancy. This also means that the address limit of DALI
is not applicable and DyNet can have a much larger address network [16] see Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - DyNet Typical Wiring [17]

Some disadvantages introduced into the protocol are very critical to the performance of certain
networks. The most prominent problem is that the system does not incorporate error checking or
transmission control, meaning that if lights or devices fail on the network they will not be
detected. Data transmission is done in a broadcast method where all devices on the network
receive the message, but only those specified respond. This method is prone to devices missing
messages with packet collision and no acknowledgement of received messages. The rationale
for this design decision is that if a light or device fails to work, the user will report the problem
and the system does not need to check itself constantly for issues. Another solution proposed is
to send important messages more than once [17] [16].
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Chapter 4 Results of analysis
The first point of investigation will be undertaking a cost analysis, to determine the most cost
effective solution. Following this, comparisons will be made with regards to reliability, features
and complexity to determine the best fit for the client’s needs.

4.1 Cost
Cost was the a key factor for the chosen systems, with extensive research into procuring devices
and lights from each type of protocol. The average cost of systems was determined and is
displayed in the Figure 5 below from least to most expensive, based on a small home
installation (based on the assumption that labour costs are the same across the board) [18] [19]
[20]:

Cost Comparison Table
$18,000.00
$16,000.00
$14,000.00
$12,000.00
$10,000.00
$8,000.00
$6,000.00

$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$-

0-10V Lighting Control

DSI

Dynalite

DALI (Using C-Bus)

Cost (AUD $)

Figure 5 - Average Cost of Lighting System (Small Home)

While DALI is shown to be the most expensive system, only it and DSI met the requirements of
the client to be able to report faults with lights and devices. Due to the cost of DSI being only
$5000 less, careful consideration needs to take into account whether the features needed are
appropriate for the cost (as noted in the introduction). It is important to note that an installation
of a DSI system will usually have higher associated labour costs than DALI due to cabling
length and not having a free-form topology.
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4.2 Reliability
In the preliminary stages of this thesis, the product lifetime is unknown in the building
automation sector in regards to DALI and Dynalite. While DALI and Dynalite have been on the
market for a considerable amount of time, they are only starting to become more widely used in
the industry [7].
Due to the architecture of the chosen protocols, the most reliable two are once again DSI and
DALI for data transmission.
In terms of product reliability, the most capable is Dynalite, as this is the only protocol that has
redundancy built in and will continue to function if one controller fails.
This is critical when concerned with emergency lighting as strict standards and procedures need
to be accounted for. Following Dynalite in reliability over time, the 0-10V control scheme has
been working reliably for many years while DSI and DALI have shown problems with their
main controller leading to expensive downtimes. It should be noted with Dynalite with no
means of feedback if an emergency light fails the system will not know about it. [7].

4.3 Features
Features (although not necessary in all systems) do make the outcomes of installing these
protocols more attractive than its competitors in this case, as time goes on the protocols gain
more features giving Dynalite and DALI a clear advantage. Not only can they control lights but
they have features such as scene settings (mood lighting), room scheduling, occupancy sensing,
master on/off switches, and light intensity dimming curves. These two also meet a few of the
client’s requirements of the system.
While most of these features are available with Dynalite, DALI carries the most features of all
of these protocols, and with constant updates over the years it has gained more features while
retaining backwards compatibility. This is something Dynalite does not do easily as the devices
on its network would all need updating, there is not currently a way to do a broadcast device
update and some devices would not even support these updates. This means that you could need
to individually replace many devices on a Dynalite network to get more features.

4.4 Complexity
The most complex system is the 0-10V lighting control, due to the need for so many wires to go
out to so many devices. All of these wires can not only make it more expensive to add to
building costs, but also introduce more points of failure.
11

Every other system mentioned uses a non-polarity two wire system however DALI has an
advantage over the other systems with its free-form topology. This means a wiring map can be
made as efficiently as the installers deem necessary - they can make the wiring as simple and
easy to understand as possible.
That being said, DALI can have more components on a network than the other protocols,
because with large systems the amount of DALI controllers needed can become quite extensive
due to the 64 device limit. This gives DSI and Dynalite a huge advantage as more industry
applications like high rise offices simply do not have 64 lights per floor and are more like 200
per floor. This means DALI would require four controllers instead of one controller like DSI or
Dynalite, which in turn means more points of failure.
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Chapter 5 Summary of Research and
Further Research Topics
With these research criteria, it was easy to investigate multiple types of protocols used in the
building automation sector. In this case, the client wanted a system that had the potential for
more features for significant energy saving, while also having the ability to connect to the
Schneider system already installed. While Schneider does have allocations for connections to 010V, DSI and DALI systems, it does not connect to any Dynalite systems. From the cost
analysis, reliability and features it was deemed that DALI would be the ideal choice for the
chosen goal.
It is critical to this investigation to remember that the downfalls of DALI are kept in
consideration and suitable modifications to the system are implemented with the desired
solution. The research undertaken was critical to be able to deem the best path for this thesis and
to give valuable knowledge into technical aspects of the system. This allowed for appropriate
design considerations to be made and straying from solutions that required extensive time
periods to implement.
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Chapter 6

Design and Development

To be able to more successfully get each section of this thesis to work correctly, it was decided
that the tasks were split up, made to work independently and then made to work in conjunction
with the existing system set up and code. The decision also had to be made whether to
implement control with just an Arduino Mega 2560 [21] or to try and control the DALIControl
modules (due to timing constraints the third option a Raspberry Pi 3 [22] was not investigated).
To do this the areas of focus were split into the following subjects to appropriately make the
correct decision.
Design Requirements:


Establishing a DALI connection



Control over DALI devices



Reliable data transmission of DALI



Implementation of DALI features



Modbus or BACnet communication to PLC/BMS



ANSOFF Matrix

6.1

Establishing a DALI Connection

To establish a connection to DALI, two methods were investigated; Clipsal’s DALIControl Line
Controller [23] and an Arduino Mega 2560 Microcontroller. They have been split into their own
research and development areas to gain a better understanding of the scope of the project and to
facilitate implementing one option over the other as dictated by the client.
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6.1.1

DALIControl Controller

Information was provided by Schneider Electrics on their website on how to establish a simple
connection to the DALIControl controllers by use of a proprietary FT232-UART cable [24]
which when plugged into a USB port emulates a RS232 port. Then by using a converter inside
the cable translates transmission data to TTL serial which is common for microcontrollers. The
Simple Wizard software [23] runs the user through the method of setting up a DALI network
step by step, from initialising the devices to organising those devices into groups and changing
their settings. Initially, it was thought that the most convenient and cost-effective way to
establish control over a DALI network was to incorporate another controller, using it in place of
the DCBM controller required to connect the DALIControl to the main Schneider BMS and
PLCs. To do this another controller would have to act as this “higher level” controller (The
Schneider DCBM controller [25] will be referred to as a “higher level controller” for the
remainder of this document). From there it would then control the DALIControl module and
then send the relevant information back to the Schneider BMS & PLC via Modbus or BACnet.
The difficulty implementing this solution would be solely reliant on the available
documentation that could be procured on both the DALIControl module and the DCBM
controller as how they normally communicate would need to be investigated and replicated.

6.1.2

Arduino Mega Controller

The Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller had also been deemed a suitable candidate due to its
powerful features and support. Featuring four serial ports, 16 analog input/output pins and 54
digital input/output pins. It also is very easy to buy “shields” which provide the board with extra
functionality like WiFi, Bluetooth and Ethernet which just plug and play, with extensive support
from other users this makes it a very attractive option. Throughout the research phase, it was
found that one user on a forum had begun the basics of using DALI with his Arduino Micro
Controller [26]. From this, he was able to control the intensity level of his lights and accomplish
basic features such as initialisation and scanning of devices. By using this library, it was deemed
possible to add the required features of the system to the Arduino Mega and as such eliminate
the need for the DALIControl modules. This solution was also considered to be the most work
as all of the features needed to be programmed into the system. While keeping the DALIControl
modules only the communication methods would need to be investigated.

6.2

Control over DALI Devices

To gain effective control over DALI lighting devices, both of the two previous choices through
the Arduino Mega or via the DALIControl modules would need to be investigated for current
features and how they incorporate feedback and methods of control.
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6.2.1

DALIControl Controller

The DALIControl controller already has most features and DALI commands built in, however,
the interactive wizard used to control it from a workstation does not allow the user to utilise
many of those features. In this case, a detailed software manual from Schneider Electrics would
be needed to be able to send the right information over serial (how the DCBM controller usually
communicates to this module) to be able to control the device effectively.

6.2.2

Arduino Mega Controller

The library that can be obtained for the Arduino has very limited capabilities at the current point
in time, and as of yet does not feature feedback from anything on the network. Although it
claims that this is possible, getting a basic component working would involve a significant
amount of trial and error. For this method, significant Arduino coding would have to be learned
to be able to properly utilise the Arduino Mega whereas the DALIControl module uses serial
communications knowledge which was known at the beginning of this thesis.

6.3

Reliable Data Transmission of DALI

Reliable transmission is a crucial component in any system where data is transferred between
devices.

6.3.1

DALIControl Controller

A substantial amount of research and development has gone into making the DALIControl
module. Various testing procedures and analysis of packets being sent with a Keysight
InfiniiVision DSO-X-2004A showed that data being sent was clear and no distortion of the
signal could be seen (Shown in Section 7.1 Figure 11).
From this, it was determined that the DALIControl controller would be the most reliable in
terms of data transmission.
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6.3.2

Arduino Mega Controller

The Arduino Mega Controller had to be tested briefly to determine the possibility of reliable
data transmission. In order to do this, a special board had to be created so that the Arduino could
communicate with a DALI line, this is due to the varying voltages that DALI uses compared to
an Arduino (0-16V and 0-5V respectively) [26]. The possibility of a lengthy setup period was
forgone in this instance, with the method being assumed to be as not as reliable as the
DALIControl because the manufacturer would assure the product worked correctly before it was
released.

6.4

Implementation of DALI Features

Both of the above modules did not come with the capabilities complying with the client’s
request, and as such features like dimming and feedback of lux and light levels needed to be
investigated and implemented if possible.

6.4.1

DALIControl Controller

The DALIControl module is supported on this subject as it can receive lux levels from the
DALI Clipsal Multi-sensor [27]. The module will receive readings in its software to perform
calibrations of the sensor, to make lights in the DALI group adjust automatically when the right
conditions are met. Throughout the research undertaken there was no mention of data
transmission from the DALIControl module to the DCBM about those lux levels from the
sensor, direct contact with the manufacturer was required to obtain the product’s documentation
and determine whether this was possible.

6.4.2

Arduino Mega Controller

From an investigation into the Arduino DALI library, it seemed the only features that were
implemented was initialisation of lights, scanning for lights, broadcast on and broadcast off
[26]. Features of DALI that allowed the device to report back data had not been implemented,
meaning that it had to be written. This protocol had far fewer features currently working than
the DALIControl Controller.
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6.5

Modbus or BACnet Communication to
PLC/BMS

The two options provided by the client were BACnet and Modbus to connect to the Building
Management PLCs or BMS. Neither of the above devices came with any methods to be able to
connect directly to a PLC or BMS system. The DALIControl module can report back to a
PLC/BMS, but only when paired with the DCBM controller, which was a route that the client
did not want to take [28]. As such, the only option was for the Arduino (as it was the only other
controller available) to do this either by acting as the DALI controller on the DALI network or
by controlling many DALIControl modules which in turn controls the DALI network.
The decision between Modbus or BACnet was an easy conclusion due to having to use an
Arduino regardless, as support for BACnet on the Arduino was minimal, however, there were
many iterations of Modbus libraries for it. This decision was further supported as a result of
extensive discussion with the client after presenting research that Modbus would be the ideal
solution due to its transparency (a critical design feature for the client). One of the above
designs would be implemented onto the Arduino, and Modbus being the easier solution was
selected.

6.6

ANSOFF Matrix

The ANSOFF Matrix is a method of making strategic decisions in a clear and concise format. It
assists in deciding whether a new product should be delivered (using the Arduino Mega) or
revisions be made to improve the old product (DALIControl). The matrix is shown in Table 1
below:
Existing Products

New Products

Existing Markets

Market Penetration

Product Development

New Markets

Market Development

Diversification

Table 1 - ANSOFF Matrix

Some key points of the matrix are:
•

Market Penetration - Competitive pricing strategies, loyal customers and driving out
competitors.
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•

Market Development – Selling existing products into new markets, revised product
design.

•

Product Development – Research, development, and innovation. Detailed insights into
customer needs. First to market a feature, aggressive pricing.

•

Diversification – Marketing the product in new markets, with the associated risks and
rewards.

Using this matrix, it was deemed that the Arduino could outperform the DALIControl module if
enough time was put into it. The Arduino offers more flexibility and has much greater
capabilities, as it is not trying to accomplish two jobs at once (the DALIControl module being
both a power supply and a controller). With this concept in mind the Arduino Mega is much
more successful than the DALIControl module, it would be aggressively priced because of how
much cheaper it is standalone. Another benefit to the Arduino Mega is that it is a far more costeffective alternative even with added components compared to the DALIControl module and a
paired DCBM (cost will be elaborated on in the results section).
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Chapter 7

Methods and Implementation

Initially, the decision was made to go with the DALIControl module and use an Arduino Mega
to control them over serial ports, much like the more expensive DCBM controller would. To do
this learning how to control the DALIControl module from the serial port would be needed first,
then to determine how the packets are structured and what levels of control can be achieved.
Subsequently test the Arduino Mega and DALIControl system for correct functionality before
implementing Modbus on the Arduino Mega. Once Modbus implemented on the Arduino Mega
then the task would be moving appropriate controlling variables and functions to Modbus
Registers to manipulate the DALIControl modules. To accomplish this method, the need for
extensive documentation study and reverse engineering would also be a very likely possibility.

7.1

DALIControl Module Hardware and Software
Testing

To begin learning how the DALIControl module was controlled by the higher level controller,
the proprietary cable given by Schneider to connect the DALIControl module to the PC or
DCBM controller was investigated first. Upon investigation it matched that of other FT232RUART cables seen on the market, but featured a USB connection on one end to an RJ45 plug on
the other as shown in Figure 6 below:

Figure 6 - Schneider Proprietary Programming Cable
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Following a closer inspection and testing with a multimeter, it was determined that the RJ45
connector only had four wires connected to it internally. They were Red, Black, White and
Green which corresponded to +5V, Ground, Tx and Rx respectively. Documentation for the
DALIControl modules had not been received at this stage, so reverse engineering the connection
was deemed acceptable as it was using simple serial communications and the product would not
be sold in any form. This was done so that the Arduino Mega would be able to be connected to
the DALIControl module with the right settings and wire pinout. It was necessary to set up an
appropriate hardware cable and then use an oscilloscope to find the baud rate, data bits, parity
and stop bit while waiting for the documentation (as these are essential for serial
communication set up). This setup consisted of a computer running the proprietary
programming cable connected to the black proprietary cable which connected into an RJ45
breadboard connector and then out to the DALIControl module and an oscilloscope which
probed the Tx and Rx wires as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 below:

To Computer

To Oscilloscope

To DALIControl

Figure 7 - Test Setup to Capture Data
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Figure 8 - Oscilloscope Analysis of Data

From this set up, the baud rate was determined to be 132kbps (this is an unconventional baud
rate where the closest correct standard baud rate would be 128kbps but this system does not use
that), with 8 data bits, even parity checking and 1 stop bit (8E1). Messages that were sent to the
DALIControl module were correctly read by the oscilloscope serial analyser, however, the ones
received were incorrect. Initially, this was ignored as the main concern was to just be able to
check if it was possible to execute functions regardless of feedback from the module. The
Arduino Mega was then connected up using one of its serial ports to see if a simple DALI
command across serial would correctly control the DALIControl module. Not seen in the
picture above was that two packets were sent in quick succession; the DALI address packet and
the DALI data packet presumably.
The set up with the Arduino Mega is pictured below in Figure 9:
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Figure 9 - Arduino Mega Control over Serial

With this connection the serial cable (black cable) connected into an Arduino to RS232 module,
its wires stripped on one end and soldered to the corresponding wires of a Cat5 cable. The Cat5
cable plugs into the same connecter linking the oscilloscope and DALIControl module. The
results of a multitude of tests conducted with the Arduino are as follows:

Figure 10 - Arduino Mega Tx and Rx
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Figure 11 - DALIControl Tx and Rx

Figure 10 shows the information that the Arduino Mega was sending (yellow waveform) to the
DALIControl, while Figure 11 is the computer program sending the same message to the
DALIControl module. Even though the same message is being sent to the DALIControl module
(06 FF 00 00 F9) the DALIControl module would still send back an error message as seen with
the green waveform (27 00 00 01 26 means error in communication, 20 00 00 00 20 means
successfully received the message). A good portion of time on this thesis was spent trying to fix
this issue with no resolution. The problem only occurs on the Arduino Mega and doesn’t happen
when using the workstation and proprietary software. Some theories as to the reason for this are
as follows:


Baud rate on sending and receiving is different. Which was potentially an
unconventional method of using different baud rates for sending and receiving was used
as a security measure. This can be seen in both images under bit rate. Figure 11 shows
baud rate as 120kbps and 132kbps.



The data on the packet being sent was not correct, or the timing between sending
address and data packet was not precise enough (although oscilloscope showed
precisely 20ms between packets on both setups).



The RS232 converter is not keeping up with the high baud rate being used (not a typical
serial baud rate) and in times of quick changes between high and low the timing
becomes slightly skewed as seen in the sent last few bits of Figure 10 as compared with
Figure 11.
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Due to not receiving the appropriate documentation the decision was made to completely drop
the current plan of controlling the DALIControl modules, and move on with using an Arduino
Mega as a standalone system. Timing constraints were a major factor in this decision as two
weeks were spent trying to get the system to function correctly with one message.

7.2

Concept Overview

The concept as to the workings of the system with an Arduino Mega was brainstormed on paper
and became a method of articulating to the client how the demonstrated solution would differ
from the DALIControl system. Seen in the Figure 12 below is a small flow of information
across the network.

Murdoch University Library

Building Management

Figure 12 - Overview of Designed System [29]

With the new system design, the flow through the system could be dictated as follows. Firstly,
the Arduino Controller would need to be placed in the Library to minimise wiring and a
communication method would need to be included for it to speak DALI and incorporate into the
building’s services. From there it would then need to be able to talk Modbus and be able to
communicate with the Schneider PLC/BMS at building management to transfer requests from
an operator. When the operator tells the Schneider PLC/BMS to dim the lights in the library, the
Modbus message would then need to be translated by the Arduino into the appropriate DALI
message. Using lux sensors, the level of light in the dimmed areas could then be reported back
to an operator to confirm whether they are within the CoP [2] required light levels. This data
could then be collected for trend analysis, and to be used as research into the field of lighting in
commercial places and the effects of the lighting levels on its occupants.
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7.3

Arduino to DALI Connection Hardware Setup

To be able to connect the Arduino to the DALI a converter needed to be created due to their
differing signal levels (Arduino using 0-5V input/outputs and DALI using 0-16V). The
schematic for a basic module to connect an Arduino to a DALI line was shown on the Arduino
Project Hub (Figure 13) and was used for initial testing as seen below. All credit for the design
and source code goes to NabiyevTR on the official Arduino Project Hub [26] and is used under
the GPL3+ (General Public License v3).
One DALI
Light

Constant Power
Supply

DALI
Line

Figure 13 - Original Arduino Uno to DALI Electronics

This set up worked for initial testing of the system with outgoing packets (to be discussed in a
later section), however when the system was upgraded to receive packets from the network, the
NPN transistor that was recommended was not up to the task due to it not switching at a high
enough speed when pulsed. For this system, the voltage divider was still deemed the most
efficient and cost-effective method to transfer data back into the Arduino but needed to be
changed to work at 16V. Some modifications were made to the converter board and are shown
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 - Modified Arduino to DALI Electronics

This design was tested on a bread board initially as shown in Figure 15, until after many tests it
showed that the MOSFET chosen to replace the NPN transistor was switching at a fast enough
frequency for data transmission.

Figure 15 - Test Setup of Arduino to DALI Electronics
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The design was then moved onto PCBs so that testing on multiple DALI lines could occur as it
was deemed necessary by the client instead of testing just one DALI Line. It is important to note
that only one of these PCB setups can connect to one DALI line, however this would not prove
to be a huge issue due to its greatly reduced production cost. The resulting PCB is shown below
in Figure 16.

Vin

V-

Dout

Ground
nd

Ain

V+
DA+
DA-

Figure 16 - Arduino to DALI Converter Board PCB

With the PCB completed, it would be simple to produce more units for more Arduino systems.
This system works by feeding 16V in on V+ and V- through a power supply (the power supply
must be able to supply 250-300mA as it powers the DALI electronics on-board devices). The
PCB’s Vin can be connected to the Vin on the Arduino to power the unit instead of having a
DC-AC adaptor or having it plugged in via USB port. Dout and Ain connect to the digital
output, and the analogue input of the Arduino, respectively. The Arduino uses its digital output
to quickly pulse the gate of the MOSFET (like PWM) which interrupts the constant idle on the
emitter, making the waveform jump between logic 0 and logic 1. The logic levels on DALI are
not typically 0-16V, but can be from a range of 0-4.5V for logic 0 and 16±6.5V for logic 1.
Receiving messages is done through the voltage divider circuit using the simple equations
below:
𝑉𝑜 =

𝑅2
∗ 𝑉𝑠
(𝑅1 + 𝑅2)

Equation 1 - Voltage Divider Formula

Subbing in appropriate values to Equation 1
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< 5𝑉 =

2.2𝑘Ω
∗ 16
(𝑅1 + 2.2𝑘Ω)

Equation 2 - Solving for R1

Solving for R1 and output voltage being at 4V (to allow some leeway and the input voltage is
not on the limit of the Arduino’s input voltage range).
𝑉𝑜 = 4𝑉, 𝑅1 = 6.6𝑘Ω
Equation 3 - Final Values

The input of a data packet can be seen in Figure 17 by probing Ain:

Figure 17 - Arduino to DALI Rx Packet

From here we can easily see the data packet that has been sent by a DALI device on the
network. The voltage divider converts the voltage into the correct range to be read by the
Arduino.
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7.4

DALI Reliability Coding

The system worked correctly as described by the original poster correspondent to Arduino
forums (Page 26), however initialisation and scanning features did not work the same time
every time. As such, it was decided that the first point of interest in getting the system running
was to improve reliability of data transmission. On the same forum it was suggested the C++
DALI source code library was modified to wait additional times to be able to reliably receive
data when scanning or initialising devices as seen in Figure 18 outlined in red.

Figure 18 - DALI Library C++ Code

As outlined above, the delay was added into this section, essentially giving the Arduino an
additional 50ms to wait before checking the results of the function dali.getResponse (either true
or false based on whether data has just been received or not) which relies on the data packet
being put into response from the function dali.receive(). This addition corrected the scanning
function as well as the initialise function, because irrespective of the data that was being
received by the Arduino; as long as it receives data, the functions work.
The reliability of other functions will be addressed in following sections.
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7.5

DALI Features

The DALI protocol itself comes with inbuilt parameters to query devices for a multitude of
different pieces of information. Some functions that can be carried out include querying the
status of a light for critical information (such as the status of a ballast), querying a device for its
type and current power level, in addition to its current settings for maximum, minimum and fade
levels. This information then needed to be coded into the system so that the response given to
the operator would make sense, and so that it could be correctly passed on through to the
Schneider PLC/BMS correctly via the Arduino. Three additional functions had to be added to
the Arduino, which are query status, query power level and to be able to change the line the
Arduino was currently communicating on. The reason for this last feature was that Arduinos do
not come integrated with Multithreading (a method of CPU computation allowing it to process
two different sets of code simultaneously). The DALI lines could not be simultaneously
controlled, so this was designed to either control only one line at a time, or to wait a fractional
amount of time before moving control onto the next line.

7.5.1

Query Status Function

The Query Status function of DALI dictates that if the device is capable, it will report back 8
different parameters as seen in Table 2. [30]
Bit

Indicative Status

Default Value

0

Status of ballast

0 = Ok, 1 = Failed

1

Lamp failure

0 = Ok, 1 = Failed

2

Lamp power on

0 = Off, 1 = On

3

Query limit error

0 = Last requested power level was

Position

between Min and Max Level, 1 =
Last requested power level was
outside Min and Max boundaries
and was coerced
4

Fade ready

0 = Fade is ready, 1 = Fade is
currently running
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5

Reset State

0 = No, 1 = Device has just been
reset

6

Missing short address

0 = No, 1 = Yes, device hasn’t been
initialised

7

Power failure

0 = No, 1 = Power failure since last
request or arc power command
Table 2 - Query Status Bit Table

By implementing these functions, it would allow the Arduino to report back relevant light
failures to building management instead of having an individual inspect the entire library for
failed lights. To enable this function to work, the following code was added to the DALI C++
source library as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 - Query Status Code C++
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This code incorporates into the original library and also includes some new variables, of which
a few in Figure 19 are not used directly in this function, but for the later Modbus coding.
Stepping through this code, if dali.msg mode is true (dictating whether the user receives
descriptive text with feedback or just the values), it then sends the address packet in binary
(00000011) which means a command is being sent to the device at short address 1. The data
packet then dictates which command is being executed - in this case Query Status, which
corresponds to the data packet in binary (10010000). From there, the Arduino then moves any
received data from dali.receive() into the response variable, and an appropriate delay is placed
between checking if dali.getResponse is true. The previous value of 50ms did not work, by the
time 50ms had elapsed the data had not been correctly picked up by the Arduino. Through trial
and testing, the time of 9.8ms was determined to be the best fit (further discussed in the Results
section 8.1.2). It is important to note that unlike the delay used previously, delayMicroseconds
means the previous function is run for that specified time before moving to the next function.
Once dali.getResponse is checked, it will then respond with “Got response” and displays the 8
bit data packet sent from the device (if it received data in the right timeframe), or will respond
with “No Response from Lamp” if nothing was received.

7.5.2

Query Power Level Status

Accessibility of feedback from the DALI network about the current brightness levels of lights is
of critical importance to this thesis. If light levels are changed by students or sensors on the
network, they can be verified to be with the CoP [2] for legality reasons. It is also crucial for
feedback from the lux sensors so that a PID may be used to control the process based on the
error. The code for sending and receiving a Query Power Level command properly was
implemented into the DALI C++ library as shown below.
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Figure 20 - Query Power Level Code C++

The above code in Figure 20 functions almost identically to the Query Status code however with
some key differences. The message is once again directed to device with the short address of 1
on the network, but the data packet of binary (10100000) is the function query actual level. The
response is stored into two variables as one is used for directly displaying the value in Binary
and Decimal while the other is modified to show it as a percentage. They are then all displayed
to the user in much the same manner. The data packet that is received from the device is 8 data
bits which corresponds to 0-255 which is the range used to dictate the light level.
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7.5.3

Channel and Line

This feature allows the Arduino to talk on multiple DALI lines but not all at the same time
unless other special commands are used. It aims to do this by manipulating, during run time,
which pins the library is output and reading data from. As mentioned previously the Arduino
Mega 2560 has 54 digital in/out pins however only the first 15 are capable of PWM, so as these
pins don’t utilise PWM to preserve this functionality for future upgrades the choice was made to
use the final eight pins of the Mega (39-53) for digital output. This is shown in Figure 21 below
in the main Arduino program:

Figure 21 - Line Changing Code Arduino IDE

This is simply done using a case statement to change the pins that DALI_Tx and DALI_RX_A
run on, by altering the value of channel.

Figure 22 - Arduino DALI Pin Initialisation

Then it goes and reinitialises those pins as seen in Figure 22 in the main code and as shown in
the DALI C++ library as seen in Figure 23.
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Figure 23 - Pin Initialisation C++

While setting up the transmit pin it is determined what clock frequency is being used as well as
the compensation factor needed for the Manchester encoding and decoding that is utilised in the
DALI library. This is all accomplished through Modbus or through the Arduino Serial Monitor
using the following code in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 - Arduino IDE Line/Channel Code

Using this code in the main Arduino IDE, it allows the user to see what pins are currently active
for RX and TX as well as change the channel to one in an appropriate range. When it does this it
goes into its own loop until the channel has been changed (or not) to prevent the user from
trying to send a message on the DALI line while it is in the process of changing. It will also
store the new value into a Modbus register which will be addressed in a later section. Figure 25
below shows how it addresses a broadcast message to turn all lights on, on every line.

Figure 25 - Example Code of Function "allon"
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The code does this by running a for loop on all channels regardless of whether they are
connected or not with a delay of 10ms between changing channels (the delay just had to be
greater than 9.8ms to not cause problems with sending data too quickly). It also reverts the
channel back to the previous one to not annoy the user as they may be currently doing
something on one DALI line.

7.6

Modbus Setup

Modbus is based on conventions used by PLCs the most common one is that data is transferred
between registers and coils [31]. Modbus itself takes up memory in the device to set up those
registers and coils. Registers are memory variables that can store up to 16 bits of data and coils
are memory variables that hold Boolean true or false. These registers and coils are separated
into read-only and modifiable and feature their own specific addresses on the device. Which can
be seen in the Table 3 below:
Coil/Register

Data Addresses

Type

Address
1-9999

Name of
Coil/Register Range

0000 to 270E

Read-Write Allowed

Discrete Output
Coils

10001-19999

0000 to 270E

Read Only

Discrete Input
Contacts

30001-39999

0000 to 270E

Read Only

Analog Input
Registers

40001-49999

0000 to 270E

Read-Write Allowed

Analog Output
Holding Registers

Table 3 - Modbus Specifications [31]

For this project it was decided to just use Analog Output Holding Registers for everything. It is
critical to note the difference between the Data Address and Coil/Register Address is known as
the Offset. The Offset is a critical piece of information as some devices use an Offset of 0 and
some use an Offset of 1 which can lead to reading and writing data in the wrong places.
Because of the sheer amount of data that can be stored in the Modbus registries an appropriate
Modbus Register Map was also created that dictates what the data is, which address its stored in
and what data type is stored [31].
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To incorporate Modbus onto the Arduino, there were many variations of Modbus already
implemented on the Arduino and samples can be downloaded from the Arduino IDE software.
However after trial with many different versions the one chosen was the Modbus Master-Slave
Library for Arduino from GitHub [32]. From there the example code was studied and tested to
learn how to implement it on this system.
To set up for Modbus there were a couple of things that needed to be done such as setting up all
the required registers and specifying the main source of communications. Firstly the addresses
of the registers was set up and shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26 - Arduino Modbus Addresses

These values then dictate what addresses corresponds to what data. The DALIERR, DALIQF
and DALIQP registers are set up as matrices to be able to utilise coding later for moving data
into the correct registers with for loops. Next, each data location has to be initialised and given a
default value and can be seen in Figure 27 below by running a for loop multiple times for each
type of register.
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Figure 27 - Arduino Adding Modbus Registers and Configuring

All the registers and their addresses will be fully explained in the Modbus Register Map in the
results Section 8.2. For any Modbus code to work with this library the first thing that has to be
executed upon entering the loop of the Arduino IDE software is shown in Figure 28 called
mb.task():.

Figure 28 - Arduino IDE Main Loop

The mb.task() function at the start of the loop will read all the registers and update them while
also responding to any queries that the Modbus master on the network has sent to the device.
From there the Modbus code that was created in the Arduino IDE program is seen in the following
Figures 29 and Figure 30.
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Figure 29 - Modbus Command Code 1-5
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Figure 30 - Modbus Command Code 6-8

In these coding sections the first issue that is addressed is the problem that the Modbus registry
updates every cycle, so it wants to transmit a message every cycle. To combat this a method of
only sending another message after a different message has been sent was employed. This was
done by comparing the code to see if the Modbus Address, Data or Command was different; if
any of those variables are different it will send a message. At the end of the loop the values of
Address, Data and Command are moved into the variables prev1, prev2 and prev3 respectively
so they can be compared on the next cycle. With Modbus it was simple to implement direct
translations to some functions in the DALI library, therefore the Command register is used to
execute functions that would usually occur on the Arduino Serial Monitor such as scanning,
initialising querying and broadcasting.
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7.6.1

Modbus RTU

To accomplish Modbus RTU a generic Arduino to RS232 module [33] was used (Shown in
Figure 31), the required pins being VCC, Ground, Tx and Rx were then connected to the
Arduino Mega. From there the Lindy RS232 cable went into a workstations RS232 port to test
the correct functionality and capabilities of the set up.

Figure 31 - Arduino TTL to RS232 Converter

Small testing was done using a freeware Terminal by Bray program that emulates a serial device
[34]. With a sample program from the Arduino it was tested and verified to be working, so the
next step was to implement the correct Modbus Serial settings into the Arduino. This can be
seen in the Figure 32 below.

Figure 32 - Modbus Serial Settings

This is done before the Modbus registers are added in the set up part of the Arduino code. What
it does is sets up the Modbus library to use Serial 2 on the Arduino Mega (Serial 0 is used for
the Serial Monitor part of the Arduino IDE) at a baud rate of 38400 with 8 data bits, no parity
and 1 stop bit. It also has to set its slave device ID which was chosen to be 10 for testing. The
outcome of this will be shown in the Results section.
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7.6.2

Modbus TCP/IP

Modbus TCP/IP is set up in much the same way as Modbus RTU with a few key differences.
The set up uses an Arduino Ethernet Shield [35] to gain the ability to communicate via the
Internet and in this case connect onto Murdoch University’s network. The setup is shown in
Figure 33 below and is as simple as plugging in on top of the Arduino Mega and connecting the
Ethernet cable to it.

Figure 33 - Arduino Ethernet Shield

With this connected to the network it was then time to configure the Modbus TCP/IP settings
which consists of a very small amount of code as seen in Figure 34 below (Note that Config
Modbus IP is a function created by the Modbus Library to dictate what method of Modbus to
use (IP or Serial) and is not consistent with Arduino coding procedures).

Figure 34 - Ethernet Shield Network Settings
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The Arduino Ethernet Shield does not come with a pre-allocated MAC address where some
newer models do [35]. For models where the MAC address needs to be created it is of crucial
importance that the MAC address is not the same as any other device on the network otherwise
they will both respond to switches and requests on the network and the network will become
unusable [36]. The address for the Arduino is a static IP address and the rest of the information
is something a network operator should be able to provide to allow the setup to be reproduced.
Then mb.config() puts all the required data into a table and puts the device onto the network as a
Modbus device .
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Chapter 8

Results

To functionally demonstrate the capabilities of the implemented methods they were tested with
some sample situations repetitively to ensure reliable communications and repeatable results.

8.1

Arduino to DALI Communications

The Arduino to DALI communications were successfully implemented in the method section,
along with testing of the signal. This allowed further investigation into the capabilities of the
code and the features that were added into the system.

8.1.1

Arduino Main Menu

The first thing that is presented to the user when they connect to the Arduino Mega through the
Arduino Serial Monitor feature of the Arduino IDE environment is a help menu describing
currently supported features as seen in Figure 35.

Figure 35 - Arduino Main Menu
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This help menu allows a user to enter basic commands and features into the monitor and have
control of the lighting network straight from the Arduino Mega. The first thing the help menu
does is runs a function called Dali.busTest(), this function detects the maximum and minimum
voltage level of the network by sending a broadcast command on and off (It turns the device on
but does not turn on the light) over the network, to ensure the devices are working. Then once it
has determined if the lights are correctly running or not it then sends a Query Status message
over the network. It does not matter what the devices send back as its just determining the
analogue voltage at a logic 0 and a logic 1. For an optimal setting the voltage difference
between logic 0 and logic 1 should be 935mV, now to ensure data reliability, if the voltage
difference of the network doesn’t exceed 870mV (A changeable limit used in the DALI library
under the variable name analogLevel) then an error will be reported to the user and an
investigation of the wiring of the network will need to be undertaken. This feature was tested
using a variable power supply and when triggered the following Figure 36 occurs:

Figure 36 - Arduino Voltage Error

This reason for implementing this feature was to ensure data reliability, testing showed that
when the analog difference was below 900, received responses from devices on the network
would be different for every message. Therefore, when below the set limit the response in the
above figure is shown and then all data communication to the device is disabled from the
Arduino IDE Monitor and a Modbus error occurs which also disables outgoing messages on
Modbus. The menu displays helpful tips about the prebuilt DALI functions but a more detailed
list of capabilities is discussed below:


Help – Redisplays the first initial menu with the list of commands



On – Sends arc power on to all devices on a line (Arc means the actual light output to
100% brightness)



Off – Send arc power off to all devices on a line (Light output to 0% brightness)



Onc – Sends command on to all devices (Turns device on but not the lighting i.e. 0%
brightness)
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Offc – Sends command off to all devices (Turns device off which will also turn light
levels to 0%)



Allon – Sends arc power on to all devices across all lines connected to the Arduino
Mega



Alloff – Sends arc power off to all devices across all lines connected to the Arduino
Mega



Scan – Scan the current line for devices and display their addresses from 0-63 in binary,
hexadecimal, and decimal numbers.



Initialise or ini – Will reset all devices on the line and all their preconfigured settings.
Then randomly assigns them an address from 0-63.



Sinus – Run a test procedure on all connected devices that will fade in and out lights
(Note Scan function must be run first).



Querys – Will query the status of a light (see relevant sections 7.5.1 and 8.1.2).



Queryp – Will query the arc level of a light (see relevant sections 7.5.2 and 8.1.3).



Channel – Displays the current channel as well as communication pins for Tx and Rx.



Line – Changes what channel the Arduino communicates on (see relevant sections 7.5.3
and 8.1.4

It is also possible for the user to enter a 16 bit DALI command on the user interface as long
as they follow the correct DALI packet protocol. An example is to enter the command “turn
light at short address 1 to 53%”. To do that use Table 4 shown below as example of some
functions and the packet structure defined below [37]:
Packet Structure: XYYY YYYZ AAAA AAAA
X = “0” (Short Address 0-63), “1” (Group Address 0-15)
Y = Significant Address (Short Address 43 would be 101011 and Group Address 12 would
be 001100)
Z = “0” (Data packet will be power level command), “1” (Data packet will be function
command)
A = Data Packet
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Command

Address Packet (Binary)

Data Packet (Binary)

Broadcast Arc On

11111110

11111110

Command On to short

00000111

00000101

Dim Group 5 to 15%

10001010

00100000

Query Light Status at

00000001

10010000

00000010

01111111

address 3

short address 0
Dim Light at short
address 1 to 50%
Table 4 - Example DALI Commands [37]

8.1.2

Query Status Testing and Results

As mentioned in Section 7.5.1 the Query Status function allows the Arduino Mega to query
many different attributes of the light if it supports that function. To be able to correctly verify its
functionality a simulation of a fault was created on the network by turning the power to a
connected light off during data transmission. This would then simulate a power failure error
(See Table 2), then by polling the device with the command Query Status the appropriate
response packet should simply be 1000000 if the light is off or 10000100 if the light is on.
Sequential testing of the light showed that it was not accurate as everyone response from the
light was different or did not even return a response in some instances. From previous
experience this usually means that the data is being sampled at the wrong time and is missing
data. Extensive research was spent in studying how other systems (mainly Texas Instruments
[38]) picked up the DALI packets and what dictated there timing. This led to implementing the
system to constantly wait for data for a time of 9.8ms. How the suspected point was discovered
was in literature studied about DALI electronics it says that the response of queries should be
received by the system between 7*(Half bit time) and 22*(Half bit time) [39] [9]. A bit time is
classified as how long 1 bit takes to transmit and a half bit time dictates how long until half the
bit is transmitted, which is crucial for Manchester Encoding. By waiting the maximum amount
of time at the analog pin the message should be picked up by the Arduino Mega during that time
frame and stored into the dali.response variable. This was calculated as having a half bit time of
416.67µs at a baud rate of 1200bps (DALI has one set baud rate which is 1200bps). How this is
calculated is shown in the equations below:
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1
= 833.33 × 10−6 𝑠 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑡
1200𝑏𝑝𝑠
Equation 4 - Time for One Bit

OR
833.33µ𝑠
Therefore, half bit time is at Equation 4 divide two:
833.33
= 416.67µ𝑠
2
Equation 5 - Half Bit Time Calculation

Making the corresponding time to receive data between the ranges of Equation 6 and Equation 7
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 416.67 × 7 = 2.917𝑚𝑠
Equation 6 - Min Waiting Time Calculation

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 416.67 × 22 = 9.152𝑚𝑠
Equation 7 - Max Waiting Time Calculation

So the Arduino was set to be looking for data at the analog pin for 9.152ms however this
resulted in every one in three requests to be wrong when tested. This was determined due to the
Arduino missing one bit of data which was determined to be attributed to how long it took for
the data to be processed with the Manchester decoding in the system. So the system was
changed to wait an additional bit time while waiting for data which resulted in the max time to
become Equation 8:
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 9.152 + 0.833 = 9.985𝑚𝑠
Equation 8 - Corrected Max Wait Time

Further investigation into references showed that the bit time wasn’t specific and had a ±10%
range on a bit time [9] [38]. Therefore, the right time should be around the currently determined
Tmax, and through trial and error it was determined the 9.8ms was the best fit for the Arduino
system. After this change was made the system worked correctly in 10 trials and the response
can be seen as in the Figure 37 which the “1” corresponds to bit 7 in Table 2 i.e. a power failure
has occurred.
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Figure 37 - Query Status Testing

8.1.3

Query Power Level Testing and Results

The Query Power Level testing was executed after finishing the Query Status testing and while
the Query Status function works 100% of the time, Query Power Level works erratically at
times. This was determined to be due to the timing of waiting for response data again. However
extensive trial and testing with changing the how long the Arduino waited for packets did not
fix the issue. An example of this can be seen in Figure 38 where consecutive Query Power
Level messages are sent to one light repeatedly for 11 seconds.
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Figure 38 - Query Power Level Testing

In the testing the correct level for the light is 224 decimal or 88%. The light is not at 100%
because there was testing occurring simultaneously making sure the Arduino could properly set
the limit of the lights so in public areas they could not dim below 50% or blind people at 100%.
As seen in Figure 38 the light reported back correctly 4/11 times or 36% of the time. However
very interestingly this result did not carry over into the Modbus testing of the network.

8.1.4

Line and Channel Testing

Testing the line and channel feature of the system was simple and worked for every line, in the
Figure 39 below a brief overview of how the system changes between lines can be seen.
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Figure 39 - Channel and Line Testing

By entering “channel” the current pins that are active for that channel is shown and corresponds
to the actual pin on the Arduino Mega for ease of use. Then changing the channels is simply
done by entering “line” into the prompt and entering the number for what line you want to
communicate on. Then this can be seen by entering “channel” again to confirm the system has
changed the pins. This set up worked reliably over the testing period and never had an issue.

8.2

Modbus Testing

To be able to test the Modbus system before connecting it to the Schneider PLC/BMS, testing
was done on a local workstation by making the workstation simulate a Modbus Master on a
RTU and TCP/IP network using the software CAS Modbus Scanner [40] (A freeware program
by Chipkin Automation Systems). The Modbus map of the system can be seen in Figure 40 and
was made in Microsoft Office Excel 2016.
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Figure 40 - Full Modbus Register Map

8.2.1

Modbus Controlling DALI

To control DALI through Modbus four Holding Registers were made. These registers allow a
user to either enter a command directly by modifying the DALI address register and DALI data
register or by running pre-programmed commands from the DALI command register. The
current pre-programmed commands are listed below in brief detail:


DALICMD = 1: Run DALI initialisation



DALICMD = 2: Scan for DALI short addresses



DALCMD = 3: Command all devices on for the current line



DALCMD = 4: Command all devices off for the current line



DALCMD = 5: Query Status of all devices on the current line and move responses to
Modbus Registers 54-117



DALCMD = 6: Query Power Level of all devices on the current line and move
responses to Modbus Registers 118-181
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DALCMD = 7: Broadcast all lights on every line to go to arc level 0%, then return
control to current line



DALCMD = 8: Broadcast all lights on every line to go to arc level 100%, then return
control to current line

It is also possible to use the DALI Channel Register to change the current line that the
Arduino Mega is communicating on and only it responds to numbers 1-8. An example of
how this is seen by the Modbus Master or Schneider PLC can be seen in Figure 41 below.

Figure 41 - Modbus Master DALI Registers

From these registers it is possible to almost execute any command offered by the Arduino IDE
Serial Monitor, the only excluded command is “sinus”. Further depth will be placed on the
performance of the Query Status and Query Power Level through Modbus as it will get the
response from all lights on a network not just one.

8.2.2

Modbus Query Status and Query Power Level

Unlike previous testing on the Arduino side of the system, testing of Query Status and Query
Power Level functions were successful and performed with 100% accuracy with repeatedly
querying the line once every five seconds for ten times.
First testing the Query Status function was executed firstly with no errors in the system and then
secondly with the same power failure simulation as used in Section 8.1.2. The results of the two
tests are shown in the Figure 42 and Figure 43 below.
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Figure 42 - Modbus Master Network Query Status (No Error)

The first result of the system showed that it correctly received the data packets from the DALI
devices transferred them into the appropriate registers and displayed them on the Modbus
Master. No errors should have been reported for this test and it was successful in that respect.

Figure 43 - Modbus Master Network Query Status (Simulated Error)
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The second test of the system also performed correctly since both devices responded back with
the decimal value of 128 which in binary corresponds to 10000000 which using Table 2 relays
into a power failure error. This repeatedly worked and reliably picks up errors across devices.
This means it could be successfully used to monitor all lights across Murdoch University
Library and by running this function once a week across all lines any DALI light failures could
easily be addressed.

Figure 44 - Modbus Master Network Query Power Level (100% Power)

In Figure 44 the Query Power Level test was run and used the same period and repetition as the
previous test. The data does not look the same however, because the lights are using different
max power level limits. Light at address 119 has a max level of decimal 16 less than Light at
address 120. The theoretical maximum limit for a light is 255 but these devices are programmed
from the factory by Philips to only reach 240 regardless of what commands are sent to the
device. Both devices were dimmed by a random amount which for this run was 43% and the
results are seen in Figure 45 below.
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Figure 45 - Modbus Master Network Query Power Level (43% Dimmed)

Upon doing the math on the original brightness levels of the lights the sent values to the
Modbus Master should be:
224 ∗ 0.43 = 96.32 𝑜𝑟 96 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 1
This was reported back correctly, and it is also clear that the dimming has occurred correctly
because the offset of decimal 16 still remains between the two lights. These results were
repeatable and successfully reported back the light level in all cases.

8.2.3

Modbus Error Reporting

The current code allows for some errors in the running of the system to be picked up and
supports three specific errors that an operator can look up on a list and diagnose the problem.
The System Set Up Error Modbus Registry allows for an operator to see if the power supply or
another component in the system has failed, this can be seen in Section 8.1.1 on how that error
is detected.
The Query Status Error Modbus Registry runs once a week and queries all lights in the system
for an error. If an error has occurred, it will simply display a “1” if there is a failure with a
DALI light or “0” if the system is fine.
The Modbus Communication Error Modbus Registry will report if there was a failed command
in the Modbus communication or a disconnection from the Master Modbus Device.
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There are also spare Modbus Error Registry that can be used at a later date to further expand the
error checking and diagnostics of the system. They have been added to the device but are not
utilised at the current point in time.

8.3

Comparison against the Competitor

To make sure the result of this project was as cheap as possible as dictated by the client, lots of
effort was spent into minimising costs of the project. Lots of components were bought at retail
prices and trade prices of those components could not be investigated unless a business or
corporation requested a quote. The individual component cost and total cost of the system can
be investigated in Table 5 below:
Component

Bought from:

Cost

Arduino Mega 2560

https://www.auselectronicsdirect.com.au/mega-

$27.45

arduino-development-board
https://www.ebay.com.au/i/251528822806?chn=ps

$8.99

RS232 Converter to

https://www.auselectronicsdirect.com.au/rs232-

$5.45

TTL Serial Module

converter-to-ttl-serial-module

Red LEDs x10

https://www.ledsales.com.au/index.php?main_page=pr

Arduino Ethernet
Shield

$3.00

oduct_info&cPath=148_188_221_273&products_id=1
357&zenid=lep3icef96drdh5v2b30u4cgj3
Green LEDs x10

https://www.ledsales.com.au/index.php?main_page=pr

$4.00

oduct_info&cPath=148_188_221_273&products_id=1
162&zenid=lep3icef96drdh5v2b30u4cgj3
10kΩ Resistor x20

2.2kΩ Resistor x10

6.8kΩ Resistor x10
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https://www.jaycar.com.au/10k-ohm-0-5-watt-metal-

$1.65

film-resistors-pack-of-8/p/RR0596

for 24

https://www.jaycar.com.au/2-2k-ohm-0-5-watt-metal-

$1.10

film-resistors-pack-of-8/p/RR0580

for 16

https://www.jaycar.com.au/6-8k-ohm-0-5-watt-metal-

$1.10

film-resistors-pack-of-8/p/RR0592

for 16

120Ω Resistor x10

20kΩ Resistor x10

Power MOSFET

https://www.jaycar.com.au/120-ohm-0-5-watt-metal-

$1.10

film-resistors-pack-of-8/p/RR0550

for 16

https://www.jaycar.com.au/20k-ohm-0-5-watt-metal-

$1.10

film-resistors-pack-of-8/p/RR0603

for 16

https://au.rs-online.com/web/p/products/9206673/

$5.40

Total Cost of the System

$60.34

IRF630 x10

Table 5 - Arduino System Cost Breakdown

The cost of the system did not include an enclosure as there were spare ones available from
Murdoch University from other projects. With this the cost of the system is very competitive
against other producers of a similar product. This designed product (Figure 46) was then
compared against the DALIControl module (Figure 47) as it was a readily available item.
Cost: $60.34 (At retail not bulk purchased)
DALI Lines: 8 Per Controller (512 Devices)
Connection to BMS/PLC: Yes, via Modbus
RTU/TCP
Information available online: Moderate
Figure 46 - Arduino DALI/Modbus System

Cost: $444.72 ($382 at trade price [41])
DALI Lines: 2 Per Controller (128 Devices)
Connection to BMS/PLC: No, requires more
expensive controller ($1544.88 and only
supports two DALI Controller’s [42])
Figure 47 - DALIControl Modules System

Information available online: Minimal
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To compare the products, the key criteria to look at were based off four crucial aspects: Cost,
DALI lines per controller, connection to BMS/PLC and Information Available. The cost is one
of the most important key points as dictated by the thesis objectives, as well as connection to a
BMS/PLC. Not only is the Arduino cheaper but it also is more robust in both crucial aspects. As
well as the Arduino having spare digital/analogue inputs and outputs that can be used for other
features. Something else to note is that these small DALI controllers cannot connect to a
Schneider PLC directly, they first need to go through a more expensive DCBM controller which
only supports 1 small DALI controller each. This drastically increases costs. This is
demonstrated with the example of the Murdoch University South Street Library.

Figure 48 - Murdoch University Library Entrance

Murdoch Library’s new lighting system is shown in Figure 48. It will consist of nearly 5000
DALI Lights once installation is complete, so for the designed Arduino system it requires 10
units to be able to fully run the Library at a cost of $603.40. The DALIControl module requires
40 units, bringing the total cost of a standalone system to $15280 or to obtain communication
with the master PLC that runs Murdoch, the cost would rise to $46177 with the added higher
level controllers. The price difference is close to an additional $45000 for a more limited
system.
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Chapter 9

Future Work

This goal of this project was to gain control over Murdoch Library’s lighting system and that
was done successfully, even if the control is still at a basic level without all the feedback that
was desired. The system was constructed from scratch to the current product and with any
project there are flaws and areas that could be improved upon. With this system there was still a
lot of features left that could be added to the system as well as a lot of testing. Lots of features
could not be implemented due to not receiving product documentation as well as time
constraints. With this an expansion onto the future of this project can be listed.

9.1

Lux Sensor Feedback

The provided Clipsal DALI Multi-sensor has a lot of capabilities (lux and occupancy being the
main ones) and was one of the reasons that the project was moved towards controlling the
DALIControl modules. However, information on this sensor is scarce and the sensor although
very similar to that of a C-Bus Multi-sensor does have some critical differences not explored in
this report. As discussed, obtaining the proper data sheet for this product and how to properly
interact with it would be a critical aim in the future. The sensors themselves could also be
investigated for their best positions for placement to effectively control a rooms brightness
during the day.

9.2

Occupancy Sensor Feedback

This future work ties in with the previous aforementioned area of lux feedback, because the
occupancy on the sensor is also tied into the same Multi-Sensor the relevant documents would
need to be procured to get this working. However with testing on the Schneider system it shows
that it may not even be possible to send information about occupancy back to the Arduino. This
would enable the system to be able to turn off and on lights dependant on if there were
occupants in the room, thus saving more power.

9.3

Addition of Extended DALI Specifications

Now this area is a critical point to the future of the system. As OEM manufacturers of DALI
products add more features to their systems they have also made the systems incompatible with
each other, even though DALI itself is an open standard. This means a system from Schneider
Electrics does not interact with a Philips system. This is due to the extra data bits that the
manufacturers add onto the 16 bit DALI packets, meaning that any other system thinks its
receiving corrupt data as it does not understand the extra 6 bits.
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If the Arduino knew what devices, it was talking to it would be possible to properly interact
with products from different manufacturers and fully use their features. This would make the
system that much more desirable and may even promote OEMs to follow suit and also make
their systems more compatible.

9.4

Alternative Solution to Modbus Multiple
Message Problem

With implementing the Modbus software on the Arduino it was initially noted in the methods
phase during testing that as the Modbus values are constantly updated they would then send a
message every cycle on DALI. Now this was patched by remembering what the previous sent
message was and simply not running that code if the message from the last cycle and the current
cycle was the same. For example, in the system if an operator uses the DALI scan function they
then have to send a different function before they send another DALI scan function. This flaw
needs to be investigated and whether the fix it to implement a different version of Modbus for
Arduino or making modifications to the current Modbus library would need to be debated.

9.5

Graphical User Interface for Arduino

The current Arduino interface is basic and is not well suited to have people who are going to use
the system for commissioning of lights or modifications of the system. This means a service
technician who would most likely use this system could use something like the DALIControl
module has, which is a graphical drag and drop interface. If it was possible to design a program
to work with the Arduino and link variables to it (Much like a SCADA system) it would then
make it much easier for this system to make the DALIControl modules that are currently
running the system in the Library redundant.
This means the system could then be potentially moved to a mobile phone app where it would
be much easier to investigate lights in the system. This means a technician could walk around
the library with their phone and turn on and off lights to determine their address if they are
mixed up or more easily group lights. This would be a predominant feature, if it was developed
further, that could easily lead to being commercialised.
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9.6

Expansion of Error Reporting

The Arduino Mega currently is able to report on a few different kinds of errors. But an
expansion of how many errors it detects would also prove invaluable to the diagnostics of the
system. It would also be good if in the Arduino Serial Monitor menu if a user could type in error
and then all current errors could be printed out onto the monitor with appropriate diagnostic
messages to help the user in troubleshooting what the problem with the system is.

9.7

Investigation into Pairing the Arduino with a
Building’s Smart Meter

Due to the various investigations into Microgrids and smart meters currently there could also be
a situation where this project could also be linked to that to benefit it. If this system was placed
in small apartment buildings, shops or offices, it could be possible to adjust the load placed on
the grid with DALI.
If for example at peak load time in the grid is at 5-6pm and was causing instability on the
Microgrid. It would be possible for a network operator to communicate with the Arduino and
broadcast dim all the lights in the building by a very small percentage. Now this dimming could
be done incrementally so that occupants of the building wouldn’t notice it. This would
effectively take even more loading off the grid and possibly would result in not needing to
disconnect the buildings to maintain grid stability thus keeping more customers happy.
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Chapter 10 Summary and Final Remarks
In the final summary the aim of this thesis was predominantly to gain control over the lighting
in the university library and allow that to be controlled by the BMS down at building
management for Murdoch University. This objective was to be done as cheaply, reliably and
with as much documentation as possible. Even though the initial direction of this thesis was a
failure, the direction that followed was executed with a piece by piece strategy and with the
documentation available it was more successful to implement.
The Arduino Mega of this project was paired with a DALI converter board that allowed it to
communicate the DALI protocol reliably while also being able to send and receive data across
eight DALI lines (six more than the DALIControl module being initially implemented). When
paired with the appropriate RS232 converter for Arduino and Arduino Ethernet shield the
Arduino Mega was able to successfully communicate over Modbus to a Modbus master. It gave
the operators the ability to remotely communicate with the Arduino and control specific
registers for Address, Power Level, Commands and Errors to gain full control/diagnostics over
the DALI system. The system was constructed with ample documentation to support this design
and then was made as cheap and reliable as possible. The total cost of the system was
minimised with the use of the Arduino Mega and the total cost of one system came to $64.86
where a competitor’s product costs $382 per system. In an example where control of around
5000 DALI lights was need the total cost of this system compared with the competitors was
around $69,000 cheaper in product cost alone. Of course with less components in the system
there is less points for failure and of course cheaper installation costs. With future upgrades the
system could become much more robust and become a leading design in the Building
Automation Sector.
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Appendix A Arduino DALI Code
A.1

Arduino IDE Code

The following code is used to run the Arduino
1. // Arduino DALI and Modbus Controller
// Made by NabiyevTR January 22 2017 // Origi
nal Source Code Available Here: https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/NabiyevTR/simple
-dali-controller506e44 // Modified by Robert Pezzaniti on September 28 2017 // Latest Modification o
n 1/12/2017 //-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Inlcuded Libraries
2. #
3. include < Dali.h > #include < SPI.h > #include < Ethernet.h > #include < Modbus.h > #
include < ModbusSerial.h > #include < ModbusIP.h > //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Variable and Memory Initialisation // DALI Connection Pins
4.
int channel = 1; // This chooses what DALI line to be running commands on.
5. int DALI_TX = 39;
6. int DALI_RX_A = 0;
7. int maxLevel; // Reads max DALI voltage level
8. int minLevel; // Reads min DALI voltage level // DALI Memory Variables
9. boolean newData = false;
10. int channelmem = 0;
11. const uint8_t start_ind_adress = 0;
12. const uint8_t finish_ind_adress = 127;
13. uint8_t add_byte;
14. uint8_t device_short_add;
15. uint8_t response;
16. int n = 0;
17. int channellast = 0; // Modbus Holding Registers Offsets (40000-49999)
18. const int DALIADR = 50;
19. const int DALIDATA = 51;
20. const int DALICMD = 52;
21. const int DALICHANNEL = 53; // Modbus Holding Registers for Error Storage (1-8)
22. int DALIERR[8]; // Modbus Holding Registers for Failure Query (40054-40117)
23. int DALIQF[64]; // Modbus Holding Registers for Power Query (40118-40181)
24. int DALIQP[64]; // Memory Variables
25. int prev1 = 0;
26. int prev2 = 0;
27. int prev3 = 0; // ModbusSerial object
28. ModbusSerial mb; // ModbusTCP/IP object; //ModbusIP mb; //Defining DALI Commands
29. #
30. define BROADCAST_DP 0 b11111110# define BROADCAST_C 0 b11111111# define ON_DP 0 b1111
1110# define OFF_DP 0 b00000000# define ON_C 0 b00000101# define OFF_C 0 b00000000# d
efine DIM 0 b11110100# define QUERY_STATUS 0 b10010000# define QUERY_POWER 0 b1010000
0# define RESET 0 b00100000 //-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Setup Script
31. void setup() { // Set up DALIQF array addressing
32.
DALIQF[0] = 54;
33.
DALIQF[1] = 55;
34.
DALIQF[2] = 56;
35.
DALIQF[3] = 57;
36.
DALIQF[4] = 58;
37.
DALIQF[5] = 59;
38.
DALIQF[6] = 60;
39.
DALIQF[7] = 61;
40.
DALIQF[8] = 62;
41.
DALIQF[9] = 63;
42.
DALIQF[10] = 64;
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
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DALIQF[11] = 65;
DALIQF[12] = 66;
DALIQF[13] = 67;
DALIQF[14] = 68;
DALIQF[15] = 69;
DALIQF[16] = 70;
DALIQF[17] = 71;
DALIQF[18] = 72;
DALIQF[19] = 73;
DALIQF[20] = 74;
DALIQF[21] = 75;
DALIQF[22] = 76;
DALIQF[23] = 77;
DALIQF[24] = 78;
DALIQF[25] = 79;
DALIQF[26] = 80;
DALIQF[27] = 81;
DALIQF[28] = 82;
DALIQF[29] = 83;
DALIQF[30] = 84;
DALIQF[31] = 85;
DALIQF[32] = 86;
DALIQF[33] = 87;
DALIQF[34] = 88;
DALIQF[35] = 89;
DALIQF[36] = 90;
DALIQF[37] = 91;
DALIQF[38] = 92;
DALIQF[39] = 93;
DALIQF[40] = 94;
DALIQF[41] = 95;
DALIQF[42] = 96;
DALIQF[43] = 97;
DALIQF[44] = 98;
DALIQF[45] = 99;
DALIQF[46] = 100;
DALIQF[47] = 101;
DALIQF[48] = 102;
DALIQF[49] = 103;
DALIQF[50] = 104;
DALIQF[51] = 105;
DALIQF[52] = 106;
DALIQF[53] = 107;
DALIQF[54] = 108;
DALIQF[55] = 109;
DALIQF[56] = 110;
DALIQF[57] = 111;
DALIQF[58] = 112;
DALIQF[59] = 113;
DALIQF[60] = 114;
DALIQF[61] = 115;
DALIQF[62] = 116;
DALIQF[63] = 117; //Set up DALIQP array addressing
DALIQP[0] = 118;
DALIQP[1] = 119;
DALIQP[2] = 120;
DALIQP[3] = 121;
DALIQP[4] = 122;
DALIQP[5] = 123;
DALIQP[6] = 124;
DALIQP[7] = 125;
DALIQP[8] = 126;
DALIQP[9] = 127;
DALIQP[10] = 128;
DALIQP[11] = 129;
DALIQP[12] = 130;
DALIQP[13] = 131;
DALIQP[14] = 132;
DALIQP[15] = 133;

112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
ers
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.

DALIQP[16] = 134;
DALIQP[17] = 135;
DALIQP[18] = 136;
DALIQP[19] = 137;
DALIQP[20] = 138;
DALIQP[21] = 139;
DALIQP[22] = 140;
DALIQP[23] = 141;
DALIQP[24] = 142;
DALIQP[25] = 143;
DALIQP[26] = 144;
DALIQP[27] = 145;
DALIQP[28] = 146;
DALIQP[29] = 147;
DALIQP[30] = 148;
DALIQP[31] = 149;
DALIQP[32] = 150;
DALIQP[33] = 151;
DALIQP[34] = 152;
DALIQP[35] = 153;
DALIQP[36] = 154;
DALIQP[37] = 155;
DALIQP[38] = 156;
DALIQP[39] = 157;
DALIQP[40] = 158;
DALIQP[41] = 159;
DALIQP[42] = 160;
DALIQP[43] = 161;
DALIQP[44] = 162;
DALIQP[45] = 163;
DALIQP[46] = 164;
DALIQP[47] = 165;
DALIQP[48] = 166;
DALIQP[49] = 167;
DALIQP[50] = 168;
DALIQP[51] = 169;
DALIQP[52] = 170;
DALIQP[53] = 171;
DALIQP[54] = 172;
DALIQP[55] = 173;
DALIQP[56] = 174;
DALIQP[57] = 175;
DALIQP[58] = 176;
DALIQP[59] = 177;
DALIQP[60] = 178;
DALIQP[61] = 179;
DALIQP[62] = 180;
DALIQP[63] = 181; //Set up DALIERR array addressing
DALIERR[0] = 1;
DALIERR[1] = 2;
DALIERR[2] = 3;
DALIERR[3] = 4;
DALIERR[4] = 5;
DALIERR[5] = 6;
DALIERR[6] = 7;
DALIERR[7] = 8; // Config Modbus Serial (port, speed, byte format)
mb.config( & Serial2, 38400, SERIAL_8N1); //Set the Slave ID (1-247)
mb.setSlaveId(10); // Add Holding Registers - Use addHreg() for regist
mb.addHreg(DALIADR, 255);
mb.addHreg(DALIDATA, 0);
mb.addHreg(DALICMD, 0);
mb.addHreg(DALICHANNEL, 1); // Add Query Status Holding Registers
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[0], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[1], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[2], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[3], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[4], 0);
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179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
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mb.addHreg(DALIQF[5], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[6], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[7], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[8], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[9], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[10], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[11], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[12], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[13], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[14], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[15], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[16], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[17], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[18], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[19], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[20], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[21], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[22], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[23], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[24], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[25], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[26], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[27], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[28], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[29], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[30], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[31], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[32], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[33], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[34], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[35], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[36], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[37], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[38], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[39], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[40], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[41], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[42], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[43], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[44], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[45], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[46], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[47], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[48], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[49], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[50], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[51], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[52], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[53], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[54], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[55], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[56], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[57], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[58], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[59], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[60], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[61], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[62], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQF[63], 0); //Adding Query Power Holding Registers
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[0], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[1], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[2], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[3], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[4], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[5], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[6], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[7], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[8], 0);
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[9], 0);

248.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[10], 0);
249.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[11], 0);
250.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[12], 0);
251.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[13], 0);
252.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[14], 0);
253.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[15], 0);
254.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[16], 0);
255.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[17], 0);
256.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[18], 0);
257.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[19], 0);
258.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[20], 0);
259.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[21], 0);
260.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[22], 0);
261.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[23], 0);
262.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[24], 0);
263.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[25], 0);
264.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[26], 0);
265.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[27], 0);
266.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[28], 0);
267.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[29], 0);
268.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[30], 0);
269.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[31], 0);
270.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[32], 0);
271.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[33], 0);
272.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[34], 0);
273.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[35], 0);
274.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[36], 0);
275.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[37], 0);
276.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[38], 0);
277.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[39], 0);
278.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[40], 0);
279.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[41], 0);
280.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[42], 0);
281.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[43], 0);
282.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[44], 0);
283.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[45], 0);
284.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[46], 0);
285.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[47], 0);
286.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[48], 0);
287.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[49], 0);
288.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[50], 0);
289.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[51], 0);
290.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[52], 0);
291.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[53], 0);
292.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[54], 0);
293.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[55], 0);
294.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[56], 0);
295.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[57], 0);
296.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[58], 0);
297.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[59], 0);
298.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[60], 0);
299.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[61], 0);
300.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[62], 0);
301.
mb.addHreg(DALIQP[63], 0); //Adding Error Holding Registers
302.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[0], 0);
303.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[1], 0);
304.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[2], 0);
305.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[3], 0);
306.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[4], 0);
307.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[5], 0);
308.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[6], 0);
309.
mb.addHreg(DALIERR[7], 0); // Config DALI Serial (port, speed, transmi
t & receive pin, run bus test, configure messaging)
310.
Serial.begin(74880);
311.
dali.setupTransmit(DALI_TX);
312.
dali.setupAnalogReceive(DALI_RX_A);
313.
dali.busTest(); //Flashes the lights on and off to confirm they are co
nnected properly
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314.
dali.msgMode = true; // This setting allows you to turn off the text i
n the serial monitor
315.
Serial.println(dali.analogLevel); // Display the analogue level
316.
help(); //Show help // The media access control (ethernet hardware) ad
dress for the shield
317.
byte mac[] = {
318.
0xDE, 0xAD, 0xBE, 0xEF, 0xFE, 0xED
319.
}; // The IP address for the shield
320.
byte ip[] = {
321.
134, 115, 133, 145
322.
};
323.
char dns = "ad.murdoch.edu.au";
324.
byte gateway[] = {
325.
134, 115, 128, 1
326.
};
327.
byte subnet[] = {
328.
255, 255, 252, 0
329.
}; // Config Modbus IP // mb.config(mac, ip, dns, gateway, subnet);
330.
} //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Functions that are created are shown here // Help Menu for Serial Monitor
331.
void help() {
332.
Serial.println("Enter 16 bit DALI command or another command from list
:");
333.
Serial.println("help - Command list");
334.
Serial.println("on - Broadcast on 100% to all devices on current line
");
335.
Serial.println("off - Broadcast off 0% to all devices on current line
");
336.
Serial.println("onc - Send Command ON to all devices on current line"
);
337.
Serial.println("offc - Send Command OFF to all devices on current lin
e");
338.
Serial.println("allon - Send arc level 100% to all lights on all lines
");
339.
Serial.println("alloff - Send arc level 0% to all lights on all lines"
);
340.
Serial.println("scan - Device short address scan");
341.
Serial.println("initialise or ini - Start process of light initialisa
tion");
342.
Serial.println("sinus - Runs a test procedure to dim up and down light
s");
343.
Serial.println("querys - Requests status information about lights");
344.
Serial.println("queryp - Requests actual arc level from lamp");
345.
Serial.println("channel - Displays current pins and channel");
346.
Serial.println("line - Changes what DALI line to communicate on");
347.
Serial.println("------------------------------------------------------------");
348.
} // Runs a simple program to fade in and out the lights on the selected c
hannel
349.
void sinus() {
350.
uint8_t lf_1_add = 0;
351.
uint8_t lf_2_add = 1;
352.
uint8_t lf_3_add = 2;
353.
uint8_t lf_1;
354.
uint8_t lf_2;
355.
uint8_t lf_3;
356.
int i;
357.
int j = 0;
358.
while (Serial.available() == 0) {
359.
for (i = 0; i < 360; i = i + 1) {
360.
if (Serial.available() != 0) {
361.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, ON_DP);
362.
break;
363.
}
364.
lf_1 = (int) abs(254 * sin(i * 3.14 / 180));
365.
lf_2 = (int) abs(254 * sin(i * 3.14 / 180 + 2 * 3.14 / 3));
366.
lf_3 = (int) abs(254 * sin(i * 3.14 / 180 + 1 * 3.14 / 3));
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367.
dali.transmit(lf_1_add << 1, lf_1);
368.
delay(5);
369.
dali.transmit(lf_2_add << 1, lf_2);
370.
delay(5);
371.
dali.transmit(lf_3_add << 1, lf_3);
372.
delay(5);
373.
delay(20);
374.
}
375.
}
376.
} //-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------377.
void loop() { // Call once inside loop() - all magic here to update the Modbus
Memory Locations. Look inside ModBus Library for more info.
378.
mb.task();
379.
const int delaytime = 500;
380.
int i;
381.
int cmd1;
382.
int cmd2;
383.
String comMsg; //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// This section of code handles the various lines that can be connected to the A
rduino utilising digital outputs and analogue inputs
384.
channel = mb.Hreg(DALICHANNEL);
385.
switch (channel) { // Instead of running multiple lines simulatenously, sw
itch lines during processing to save processing power
386.
case 1:
387.
DALI_TX = 39;
388.
DALI_RX_A = 0;
389.
break;
390.
case 2:
391.
DALI_TX = 41;
392.
DALI_RX_A = 1;
393.
break;
394.
case 3:
395.
DALI_TX = 43;
396.
DALI_RX_A = 2;
397.
break;
398.
case 4:
399.
DALI_TX = 45;
400.
DALI_RX_A = 3;
401.
break;
402.
case 5:
403.
DALI_TX = 47;
404.
DALI_RX_A = 4;
405.
break;
406.
case 6:
407.
DALI_TX = 49;
408.
DALI_RX_A = 5;
409.
break;
410.
case 7:
411.
DALI_TX = 51;
412.
DALI_RX_A = 6;
413.
break;
414.
case 8:
415.
DALI_TX = 53;
416.
DALI_RX_A = 7;
417.
break;
418.
default: // Default connection is DALI line 1
419.
DALI_TX = 39;
420.
DALI_RX_A = 0;
421.
break;
422.
}
423.
dali.setupTransmit(DALI_TX); //Assign the new pins for the correct channel
to the program
424.
dali.setupAnalogReceive(DALI_RX_A);
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425.
dali.msgMode = true; //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- // This section of code moves ModBus Registerys and translates them into the correc
t commands for DALI // Read command/address from Register 40050 and data from Registe
r 40051
426.
delay(delaytime);
427.
if (mb.Hreg(DALIADR) != prev1 or mb.Hreg(DALIDATA) != prev2) // Only send
message when ModBus message is different
428.
{
429.
dali.transmit(mb.Hreg(DALIADR), mb.Hreg(DALIDATA));
430.
}
431.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) != prev3) {
432.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 1) {
433.
dali.initialisation();
434.
}; // initialisation
435.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 2) {
436.
dali.scanShortAdd();
437.
}; // scan short addresses
438.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 3) {
439.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_C, ON_C);
440.
}; // broadcast, 100% on current line
441.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 4) {
442.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_C, OFF_C);
443.
}; // broadcast, 0% on current line
444.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 5) {
445.
for (device_short_add = start_ind_adress; device_short_add <= 63;
device_short_add++) {
446.
add_byte = 1 + (device_short_add << 1); // convert short addre
ss to address byte
447.
dali.transmit(add_byte, QUERY_STATUS); // ping current light f
or status
448.
response = dali.receive(); //move status byte into response
449.
mb.Hreg(DALIQF[n], response); //move light status into appropr
iate ModBus Registry
450.
n = n + 1;
451.
delay(10);
452.
}
453.
}; // Scan all lights on line for power failures and move those to Mod
Bus Registerys
454.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 6) {
455.
for (device_short_add = start_ind_adress; device_short_add <= 63;
device_short_add++) {
456.
add_byte = 1 + (device_short_add << 1); // convert short addre
ss to address byte
457.
dali.transmit(add_byte, QUERY_POWER); // ping current light fo
r status
458.
response = dali.receive(); //move status byte into response
459.
mb.Hreg(DALIQP[n], response); //move light status into appropr
iate ModBus Registry
460.
n = n + 1;
461.
delay(10);
462.
}
463.
}; // Scan all lights on line for arc level and move those to ModBus R
egisterys
464.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 7) {
465.
channellast = channel;
466.
for (channel = 1; channel < 9; channel++) {
467.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, OFF_DP);
468.
delay(10);
469.
}
470.
channel = channellast;
471.
}; // Broadcast Off to all lights on all lines
472.
if (mb.Hreg(DALICMD) == 8) {
473.
channellast = channel;
474.
for (channel = 1; channel < 9; channel++) {
475.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, ON_DP);
476.
delay(10);
477.
}
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478.
channel = channellast;
479.
}; // Broadcast On to all lights on all lines
480.
}
481.
n = 0; //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- //This section of code utilises the serial monitor functionallity to present the us
er with an interactive menu to control the DALI Lines
482.
newData = false;
483.
while (Serial.available()) {
484.
comMsg = comMsg + (char)(Serial.read());
485.
}; // read data from serial
486.
if (comMsg == "sinus") {
487.
sinus();
488.
};
489.
if (comMsg == "scan") {
490.
dali.scanShortAdd();
491.
}; // scan short addresses
492.
if (comMsg == "onc") {
493.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_C, ON_C);
494.
}; // broadcast, 100%
495.
if (comMsg == "offc") {
496.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_C, OFF_C);
497.
}; // broadcast, 0%
498.
if (comMsg == "on") {
499.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, ON_DP);
500.
}; // broadcast, 100%
501.
if (comMsg == "off") {
502.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, OFF_DP);
503.
}; // broadcast, 0%
504.
if (comMsg == "allon") {
505.
channellast = channel;
506.
for (channel = 1; channel < 9; channel++) {
507.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, ON_DP);
508.
delay(10);
509.
}
510.
channel = channellast;
511.
}; // broadcast, 100% to all lights on all lines
512.
if (comMsg == "alloff") {
513.
channellast = channel;
514.
for (channel = 1; channel < 9; channel++) {
515.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, OFF_DP);
516.
delay(10);
517.
}
518.
channel = channellast;
519.
}; // broadcast, 0% to all lights on all lines
520.
if (comMsg == "dim") {
521.
dali.transmit(BROADCAST_DP, DIM);
522.
}; // broadcast, 4% power
523.
if (comMsg == "querys") {
524.
dali.queryFailure();
525.
}; // Scans for lamp status see DALI protocol for message meaning
526.
if (comMsg == "queryp") {
527.
dali.queryPower();
528.
}; // Scans for lamps actual arc level
529.
if (comMsg == "initialise"
530.
or comMsg == "ini") {
531.
dali.initialisation();
532.
}; // initialisation
533.
if (comMsg == "channel") {
534.
Serial.print("Digital Transmit pin: ");
535.
Serial.println(DALI_TX);
536.
Serial.print("Analogue Receive pin: ");
537.
Serial.println(DALI_RX_A);
538.
Serial.print("Current channel: ");
539.
Serial.println(channel);
540.
Serial.println("------------------------------------------------------------");
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541.
}; // Check DALI Pins to see what channels are currently selected
542.
if (comMsg == "line") {
543.
while (newData == false) {
544.
Serial.println("Please input new channel from 1 to 8");
545.
delay(2500);
546.
if (Serial.available() > 0) {
547.
channelmem = (int) Serial.read() - 48;
548.
if (channelmem > 0 and channelmem < 9) {
549.
mb.Hreg(DALICHANNEL, channelmem);
550.
Serial.print("Channel changed to: ");
551.
Serial.println(mb.Hreg(DALICHANNEL));
552.
Serial.println("------------------------------------------------------------");
553.
newData = true;
554.
} else {
555.
Serial.println("Please input a valid number");
556.
}
557.
}
558.
}
559.
}; //Changes the current line to a chosen line
560.
if (comMsg == "help") {
561.
help();
562.
}; //help
563.
if (dali.cmdCheck(comMsg, cmd1, cmd2)) {
564.
dali.transmit(cmd1, cmd2); // command in binary format: (address byte,
command byte)
565.
}; //-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- // End of loop is here
566.
delay(delaytime);
567.
prev1 = mb.Hreg(DALIADR);
568.
prev2 = mb.Hreg(DALIDATA);
569.
prev3 = mb.Hreg(DALICMD);
570.
};

A.1.1

A.2 DALI Library Header Code

1. #
2. ifndef dali_h# define dali_h# include < SoftwareSerial.h > //timer scaling factors fo
r different transmission speeds
3.
#define MAN_300 0# define MAN_600 1# define MAN_1200 2# define MAN_2400 3# define
MAN_4800 4# define MAN_9600 5# define MAN_19200 6# define MAN_38400 7
4.
/*Timer 2 in the ATMega328 and Timer 1 in a ATtiny85 is used to find the time bet
weeneach transition coming from the demodulation circuit.Their setup is for sampling
the input in regular intervals.For practical reasons we use power of 2 timer prescall
er for sampling, for best timing we use pulse lenght as integer multiple of sampling
speed.We chose to sample every 8 ticks, and pulse lenght of 48 ticks thats 6 samples
per pulse, lower sampling rate (3) will not work well for innacurate clocks (like int
ernal oscilator) higher sampling rate (12) willcause too much overhead and will not w
ork at higher transmission speeds.This gives us 16000000Hz/48/256 = 1302 pulses per s
econd (so it's not really 1200) At different transmission speeds or on different micr
ocontroller frequencies, clock prescaller is adjusted to be compatible with those val
ues. We allow about 50% clock speed difference both waysallowing us to transmit even
with up to 100% in clock speed difference*/ // DALI coomands
5.
# define BROADCAST_DP 0 b11111110# define BROADCAST_C 0 b11111111# define ON_DP 0
b11111110# define OFF_DP 0 b00000000# define ON_C 0 b00000101# define OFF_C 0 b00000
000# define QUERY_STATUS 0 b10010000# define RESET 0 b00100000 //setup timing for tra
nsmitter
6.
# define HALF_BIT_INTERVAL 1666#
7. if defined(ARDUINO) && ARDUINO >= 100# include "Arduino.h"#
8. else# include "WProgram.h"#
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9. include < pins_arduino.h > #endif class Dali {
10.
public: Dali(); //the constructor
11.
void setTxPin(uint8_t pin); //set the arduino digital pin for transmit.
12.
void setRxAnalogPin(uint8_t pin); //set the arduino digital pin for receive.
13.
void setupTransmit(uint8_t pin); //set up transmission
14.
void setupAnalogReceive(uint8_t pin);
15.
void transmit(uint8_t cmd1, uint8_t cmd2); //transmit 16 bits of data
16.
void scanShortAdd(); //scan for short address
17.
void busTest(); // bus test
18.
void initialisation(); //initialization of new luminaries
19.
void queryFailure(); //Scans for lamp status
20.
void queryPower(); //Requests lamps current arc level
21.
bool cmdCheck(String & input, int & cmd1, int & cmd2);
22.
uint8_t receive(); //get response
23.
int minResponseLevel();
24.
int maxResponseLevel();
25.
uint8_t speedFactor;
26.
uint16_t delay1;
27.
uint16_t delay2;
28.
uint16_t period;
29.
String errorMsg; //error message of last operation
30.
bool msgMode; //0 - get only response from dali bus to COM; 1 - response with tex
t (comments)
31.
bool getResponse;
32.
uint8_t RxAnalogPin;
33.
long daliTimeout = 10000; //us, DALI response timeout
34.
int analogLevel = 870; //analog border level (less - "0"; more - "1")
35.
int analogLimit = 870; // analog differential limit
36.
private: void sendByte(uint8_t b); //transmit 8 bits of data
37.
void sendBit(int b); //transmit 1 bit of data
38.
void sendZero(void); //transmit "0"
39.
void sendOne(void); //transmit "1"
40.
void splitAdd(long input, uint8_t & highbyte, uint8_t & middlebyte, uint8_t & low
byte); //split random address
41.
int readBinaryString(char * s);
42.
uint8_t TxPin;
43.
uint8_t applyWorkAround1Mhz;
44.
uint8_t rxAnalogPin = 0;
45. }; //end of class Dali // Cant really do this as a real C++ class, since we need to h
ave // an ISR
46. extern "C" {}
47. extern Dali dali;#
48. endif
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